
Appeals and Complaints Procedure

POLICY

ISOCS undertakes to investigate any complaints or appeals made by a stakeholder, regarding a 
client certification status and to make every effort to resolve the matter. The investigation is 
conducted in accordance within the confidentiality commitment made to the Client that the 
identity of the complainant and the subject of the complaint are kept confidential. 

The ISOCS Complaints and Appeals procedure is publicly documented on the ISOCS website, 
www.isosc.co.za and is provided on request. 

PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to define the actions to be taken in the event that a complaint or 
appeal is received from clients, certified persons, and other parties in regards to a certified 
person or decisions related to the certification process, as well as complaints for overall ISOCS
operations for which appeals are not applicable.

This policy excludes complaints related to alleged illegal, financial, or regulatory issues, which 
shall be handled by proper authorities.

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY

All personnel involved in the verification process as delegated by the respective committees

Definitions:

Complaints:

Expression of dissatisfaction made to an organization, related to its products or service, or the 
complaints-handling process itself, where a response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly 
expected. 

http://www.isosc.co.za/


Appeals:

Is a request by applicant, client or certified person for reconsideration of any decision made by 
the certification body [ISOCS] related to her/his desired certification status.

PROCEDURE

Complaints

Procedure overview

All complaints relating to a certified person or to the certification process are reviewed by the 
MD and/or a designated employee assigned by him or her.  The designated employee shall not 
be part of the staff involved in the assessment against which a certification complaint or appeal 
is being raised.

In the event that the individuals filing the certification complaint are not satisfied with the 
review and the decision made upon the complaint, they may consider filing an appeal.

Thereafter, ISOCS appoints an Appeal Board which is in charge of the appeal process and is 
accountable for safeguarding the impartiality with respect to the appeal.  

The Appeal Board is composed of at least three members with a majority of members being 
independent of ISOCS personnel. Upon request of the Appeal Board, the management will 
provide to the board all the necessary information, including the reasons for all significant 
decisions, actions, and the selection of persons responsible for particular activities, to enable 
ISOCS to ensure proper and impartial decision.

The Appeal Board is independent of management in their recommendations except as required 
by international or national law. If the recommendation of the board is not respected by the 
management, the board shall take appropriate measures, which may include informing the 
accreditation body.

Criteria for selecting the Appeal Board Members

The members of the Appeal Board are independent and impartial members assigned by ISOCS. 
In the event that a member or members of the Appeal Board have a conflict of interest, based 
upon the facts or circumstances of a specific appeal, including employment or other affiliations 
of the appellant, ISOCS management in conjunction with the Appeal Board shall select a 
substitute member or members to hear and decide upon that claim. 

Operating procedure 



When clients disagree with the decisions made by ISOCS related to their certification process, 
they must declare in writing, the reasons for disapproval to ISOCS, and ask for a re-evaluation, 
via email, within 30 days from receiving ISOCS� s initial decision. Re-evaluation requests received 
after 30 days will not be processed. Re-evaluation requests are not considered complaints.

Certification complaints about a certified person can be raised anytime.

Appeal process

Where Complainants disagree with the certification decisions of the re-evaluation stage and the 
certification complaint, then they may proceed to the appeal stage, explaining the reasons for 
disapproval.   

Steps to be followed by the appellant: 

The Appeal shall be submitted after receiving the certification complaint decision and no later 
than 30 days after receiving the complaint decision.

The Appeal shall be submitted in writing.

The Appeal shall include the Appeal Fees (if applicable).

The Appeal, besides the personal information (full name, address and other contact details) of 
the Appellant, shall include the opinion about the assessment and why the Appellant is not 
satisfied with first decision, re-evaluation and ISOCS� s review done after the complaint.

Steps to be followed by ISOCS:

ISOCS appoints an Appeal Board which is in charge of the appeal process, and is accountable for 
safeguarding impartiality with respect to the appeal.  

The Appeal Board will respond to an appellant in writing (via email) within 60 days after 
receiving the appeal. It should be noted that this decision is absolute and final.

Submission, investigation and decision on Appeals shall not result in any discriminatory actions 
against the Appellant.

Appellants will be charged a minimum fee of R2000 per appeal (depending on nature of appeal, 
this may be increased). In case the appeal decision is in favor of the Appellant, this fee will be 
reimbursed.

If necessary, ISOCS will take appropriate correction and corrective actions. 



All Appeals, including actions taken, will be tracked and recorded by ISOCS.

FORMS

Appeals & Complaints Procedure Form xxxxxxx

Appeals & Complaints Register xxxxxxx

Corrective & Preventive Action Report. xxxxxx

Corrective and preventive actions register xxxxxxxx

REFERENCES

SANAS ISO/IEC 17021-1:2015 (E) 


